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One of the advantages of stochastic differential equations (SDE) is that they can follow a variety of different trends so that they can
establish complex dynamic systems in the economic and financial fields. Although some estimation methods have been proposed
to identify the unknown parameters in virtue of the results in the SDEmodel to speed up the process, these solutions only focus on
using explicit approach to solve SDEs, and therefore they are not reliable to deal with data source merged being large and varied.
1us, this study makes progress in creating a new implicit way to fill in the gaps of accurately calibrating the unknown parameters
in the SDE model. Essentially, the primary goal of the article is to generate rigid SDE simulation. Meanwhile, the particle swarm
optimization method serves a purpose to search and simultaneously obtain the optimal estimation of the model unknown
parameters in the complicated experiment of parameter space in an effective way. Finally, in an interest rate term structure model,
it is verified that the method effectively deals with parameter estimation in the SDE model.

1. Introduction

Inevitably, a lot of fluctuation dynamics are observed as a
result of both internal and external shocks to the system.
Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) seem to be a ben-
eficial way to model these fluctuation phenomena by
combining deterministic models with a noise term. As a
consequence, SDEs have been extensively used to explain
uncertainty of complex systems in the area ranging from the
subject of biological sciences to the realm of finance and
economics [1]. Particularly, SDEs display as a fundamental
explanation for volatility coming from an unexpected di-
rection over the short-term interest rate, as well as asset
prices in modern finance and economic theory. As is known,
one of the main aims of financial modelling is subjected to
the accurate calculation in the model. But it is fraught with
difficulties and frustrations to estimate those parameters

from large samples of financial data. For this reason, it is
noted that the description of parameter estimation has
become a more eye-catching way in integral research area
[2–4].

When it comes to SDEs, it is more difficult to infer
unknown parameters compared to their deterministic
counterparts. To be exact, under the same parameters and
initial conditions, it is available to generate some unideal
simulations with SDEs.1erefore, even thoughmany effective
methods are supposed to achieve the goal in deterministic
models [2], it occurs to be not obvious in SDEs [5]. As a result,
this research has focused on establishing efficient methods for
SDEs. A big concern has been the slow convergence of Monte
Carlo simulations for SDEs. Henceforth, some efficient
methods have been produced to succeed in estimation at
length like the Taylor approximation, Runge–Kutta, and SDEs
generating a large number of simulations [6]. However, it is
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expected to be a serious barrier because in most cases the
search space for the parameters is complex, and the com-
putational time of the inference is expensive.

Currently, three popular methods to infer the process are
discussed with the example of the maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) or simulated maximum likelihood (SML)
[7, 8], the method of moments [9, 10], and extended Kalman
filter [11]. 1e other most commonly used method is the
Bayesian inference method, which will not be discussed in
this work. Among them, the method of moments is quite
easy to implement application. Although it has been widely
used, the major disadvantage has resulted in the charac-
teristic of frequenting approach and large observations.
1erefore, if one has a small sample size, the results often
suffer from inaccuracy. Meanwhile the MLE approach is not
vulnerable to strict limits on set of data and the results of
parameters are evaluated by means of reliable analysis of the
probability density function (PDF). In effect, an analytical
function of closed-form solution is always misconceived for
the MLE; therefore, an SML method is developed to obtain
the result of PDF by systematic analysis of numerical
simulations. Lately, one study examined by lots of scholars
that classical statistical models are mostly not precise for the
realization of learning-based process, particularly for non-
linear events. Even though the machine-learning techniques
provide a better opportunity to undertake the analysis than
classical methods, there is little hope of achieving success
because of sample size and time consumption [12].

Two kinds of errors can be found in the research of SML.
1e primary error would refer to the low-rate convergence with
the Monte Carlo simulations. To concur this, there is a major
concern in variance reduction methods that have been applied
to the reduction of stochastic simulations and the bias in the
effect of estimation of the moment. Among the method of
variance reduction, the existence of the importance sampler and
random number generation methods are induced to illustrate
the procedure.1e second type of error is pointed out to be the
difference discretizationmethod based on numerical results and
the original SDE. Attempts to solve this dilemma have resulted
in the rapid development of the Euler–Maruyama method,
which is applied to form the inference of stochastic process.
Simple modelling and Gaussian random variable of the nu-
merical solution are the reason for the popularity. But it fails to
be stable and achieve a better convergence rate. Hence, it has
been advocated that high-order analytic methods and various
forms of implicit methods are employed to maintain the sta-
bility and enhance the simulation accuracy. Many scholars have
found that the convergence rate of SML is proved to be better
than the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach [13].
Also, it can be analyzed by their numerical solutions that
implicit SMLmethods might accurately generate a vast range of
estimations on the purpose of following observing data [14].

1e other contribution related to the SML method shows
the optimal parameters of the model and raises the efficiency.
Several approaches to machine learning, the principle of the
genetic algorithm (GA) [14, 15] and the application of particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, have mushroomed with
rapid growth in the inference of SML parameters [3, 16]. PSO

characterized as an artificial intelligence (AI) method is used to
make a process of approximation of the minimization prob-
lems, which is a sort of nondifferentiable optimization problem
in order to arrive at a solution. A number of comparison
studies have been conducted to investigate the efficiency of
PSO and GA [17–23]. Also, particle swarm optimization
provides an important way in fine-tuning the parameters of
finance models and deserved popularity in this field [24–29].
Taguchi’s experimental design method has been used to define
the user-defined parameters in a comparison study of six al-
gorithms, including the PSO algorithm [30, 31]. It is noted to
point out that this method has been turned out to be suc-
cessfully applied to approximately 700 problems [32]. Em-
pirical studies in recent years have shown that the PSO
algorithms achieved high convergence speed for the multi-
objective optimization problems [33]. Apart from this, it has
been performed to apply to the automatic space exploration on
the superscalar computer systems successfully [34, 35]. More
notably, it is suggested that PSO has been exercised to greatly
improve the implicit SML algorithm through convergence
speed and accuracy in consideration of the financial model
calibration problems.

To address the issues mentioned above, we design a new
research in this study for the application of PSO to infer the
unknown parameters in SDE models using the implicit nu-
merical methods for simulating SDEs.1e contributions of this
work mainly include two parts. 1e first one is to use implicit
methods for simulating stochastic models rather than domi-
nantly using explicit methods in existing research works. 1is
issue is important because the SDE model may have quite a
range of stability properties based on the generated parameter
samples. 1e large simulation error may be caused by the
stability property of the model rather than the parameter
sample. 1e second contribution is to use efficient PSO algo-
rithm to reduce the computing time. As a heuristic global
optimization method, there are still limited research works for
applying the PSO algorithm to infer stochastic models. 1is
workwill show that the PSO algorithmhas greatly improved the
efficiency of the implicit SML algorithm with high convergence
speed and more accuracy compared to the existing methods.

1e remaining sections are organized as follows. Sections 2
and 3 briefly illustrate the research on the interest rate term
structure models and method of moments as benchmark for
solving models, respectively, while Section 4 will provide our
algorithm to generate parameter estimates optimized by PSO
for unknown parameter search. Section 5 is presented to be a
demonstration of the accuracy and robustness of the proposed
algorithm for parameter estimation. Section 6 undertakes an
empirical analysis for the application to the US treasury bill
data. Finally, in Section 7, conclusions and further research are
summarized.

2. Stochastic Model

1e standard stochastic differential equation built on the
general Brownian motion is analyzed as follows:

dS � μ(t, S)dt + σ(t, S)dB(t), (1)
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where B(t) � (B1
t , . . . , Bm

t ), t ∈ [0, T]  is an A-adapted
m-dimensional standard Wiener process in the probability
space (Ω,A, P); μ(t, S) is the drift term with μ(t, s): [0, T] ×

Rd⟶ Rd being d-dimensional vectors of Borel measur-
able functions. Also, σ(t, S) is the diffusion term with σ(t, s)

defined on [0, T] × Rd which is a d × m-matrix of Borel
measurable functions. 1eWiener process has an increment
of ΔBn � B(tn+1) − B(tn) and follows the Gaussian distri-
bution N(0, tn+1 − tn).

1e Euler–Maruyama method is a computer-based
implementation consisting of strong convergence estimation
of order 0.5 used in computational finance. However, the
above method is the real challenge faced by researchers which
is that the result attempts to be stable if the numerical
simulation of SDEs with a comparatively large diffusion terms
has been solved. A possible solution to this problem is pre-
sented to take small step sizes to obtain stable simulations at
the art of increasingly computing time consumption. In this
study, the implicit Milstein method is utilized to obtain the
reliability of results of numerical simulation with the char-
acteristics of precision and stabilization.

1e Milstein approach is proposed with a higher-order
stochastic process of Taylor expansion technique to achieve a
better result in order 1.0 strong convergence as shown
below:

Sn+1 � Sn + μ tn, Sn( h + σ tn, Sn( ΔBn

+
1
2
σ tn, Sn( σ′ tn, Sn(  ΔBn( 

2
− h ,

(2)

where σ′(t, S) is the first derivative of σ(t, S). 1e semi-
implicit and fully implicit Milstein methods have a profound
impact on the stability and robustness of the system of
Milstein scheme only with implicit drift term.

Sn+1 � Sn + μ tn+1, Sn+1( h + σ tn, Sn( ΔBn

+
1
2
σ tn, Sn( σ′ tn, Sn(  ΔBn( 

2
− h .

(3)

1e full implicit Milstein method [36] including implicit
drift term and the diffusion term is set up by

Sn+1 � Sn + μ tn+1, Sn+1( h + σ tn+1, Sn+1( ΔBn

+
1
2
σ tn+1, Sn+1( σ′ tn+1, Sn+1(  ΔBn( 

2
+ h .

(4)

In fact, in light of CIR (Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross) model
primarily constructing interest rate term structure, the accuracy
of inference method has been detected [3]. 1e dynamic
change of the short term of interest rate is a worthwhile field to
financemarket because bond prices andmortgage contracts are
mostly valued in a way of using the term structure of interest
rates, option, and derivative [37, 38].1e model of the CIR has
been ready to short interest rate with information [39, 40],
which is viewed as a linear stochastic differential equation with
mean-reversing [41]. Regarding short term of interest rate
acting like a square root controlled by diffusion, the formula is a
continuous-time system as below:

dr � α(β − r)dt + σ
�
r

√
dB(t), (5)

where α, β, σ > 0, α represents the speed of adjustment (or
mean reversion), β is value of the randommoving on interest
rate of the long term, and σ is a volatility based on constant
measure. It has become apparent that the drift is varying
along with the volatility change according to the short-term
interest rate level.

According to previous literatures, the explicit Milstein
method as described in (2) is better than the Euler method.
More emphasis is placed on the comparison with the
accuracy of the Milstein method in (2) against the semi-
implicit Milstein method in (3) for the purpose of parameter
inference of the CIR model. On the premise of Milstein
method, the application of the CIR is shown as follows:

rn+1 � rn + α β − rn( h + σ
��
rn

√ ΔBn +
σ2

4
ΔB2

n − h , (6)

and, with the linear correlation analysis of the interest rate
drift term, a semi-implicit algorithm is included as the
following formula:

rn+1 �
1

1 + αh
rn + αβh + σ

��
rn

√ ΔBn +
σ2

4
ΔB2

n − h  .

(7)

Figure 1 shows the whole process 5 simulations of the
CIR model with result of parameters α � 0.2, β � 0.08, and
σ � 0.2. Given the relatively small level of volatility, the
short-term value remains positive.

3. Method of Moments

For the next sections, the analysis of the parameter θ of one-
dimensional SDE is employed as follows:

dS � μ(t, θ, S)dt + σ(t, θ, S)dB(t). (8)

If we sample S to get (N + 1) observations S0, S1, . . . , SN

on some discrete point-in-time t0, t1, . . . , tN, result θ of the
maximum-likelihood (ML) will be estimated based on the
maximum likelihood function:

G(θ) � g0 S0|θ(  

N−1

n�0
g Sn+1|Sn; θ( . (9)

Similarly, minimizing the negative effect of log-likeli-
hood function to estimate θ is shown as follows:

−logG(θ) � −log g0 S0|θ(   − 
N−1

n�0
log g Sn+1|Sn; θ(  ,

(10)

where g0(S0|θ) is set with the density function of the initial
value S0 and g(Sn+1|Snt; nθ) presents the corresponding
value in the case of the transitional probability density
function (PDF) at (tn+1, Sn+1). It must be discussed that,
according to the Markovian property in equation (8), the
transitional PDF correctly satisfies the Fokker–Planck
equation. However, considering the failure to reach the
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closed-form solution in the Fokker–Planck equation, the
final maximum likelihood estimation will make a difference.

However, it is able to approximate a transitional PDF by
the method of SDE in (8). For instance, an application of the
Euler–Maruyama method can be used to discretize equation
(8) given by

Sn+1 � Sn + μ t, θ, Sn( h + σ t, θ, Sn( ΔBn, (11)

where h is time step of the discretization scheme. We can
then approximate the transitional PDF of S by normal
distribution with mean Sn + μ(Sn, θ)h and variance
σ2(Sn, θ)h such that

1
σ t, θ, Sn( 

����
2πh

√ exp −
Sn+1 − Sn − μ t, θ, Sn( h( 

2

2σ2 t, θ, Sn( h
 . (12)

Alternatively, the simplest form on a discrete maximum
likelihood function is called the method of moments, which
is achieved by the approximated above-mentioned PDF, not
the exact transitional PDF g(Sn+1|Snt; nθ) in equation (10).
In the analysis of this paper, the method is given to be a
benchmark in comparison with accuracy and stability of the
proposed methods.

As mentioned above, the major focus of the work is
placed on the CIR process (5) and to see what happens to the
optimal values referring to the parameters α, β, α, and β
separately as follows [3]:

α β 

N−1

n�0
h − 

N−1

n�0
Snh⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � SN − S0,

α β 
N−1

n�0

h

Sn

− 
N−1

n�0
h⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � 

N−1

n�0

Sn+1 − Sn

Sn

,

(13)

with the optimal value of σ being σ such that

σ2 �
1
N



N−1

n�0

Sn+1 − Sn − α β − Sn h 
2

Snh
, (14)

is satisfied.
1e Milstein variant should make a direct contribution

to improving the accuracy with the implementation of the
discrete maximum likelihood method. However, it appears
that it is not easy to express directly the parameter esti-
mation by the transitional PDF [3, 13]. For that reason, the
system of the simulation method of maximum likelihood is
identified as the transitional PDF method along with several
stochastic simulations.

4. Simulated Maximum Likelihood Method

In this section, a simulated implicit numerical scheme is
included to illustrate the growth of the efficiency to estimate
parameters by PSO algorithm.
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Figure 1: Five simulations of the CIR model.
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In the application of deterministic models, parameter
estimation is successfully achieved through fitting numerical
simulations to experimental observations. Unfortunately,
the method is far from ready to deal with SDE models
because a single SDE model can develop. A case is to discuss
the simulated maximum likelihood (SML) method for
structuring stochastic models [42, 43]. N + 1 is given as time
sequence observation S0, S1, . . . , SN  containing a time
period t0, t1, . . . , tN . 1e joint transitional density function
(likelihood function) during the study period is derived as
follows:

g0 t0, S0( |θ  

N

n�1
g tn, Sn(  | tn−1, Sn−1( , . . . , t0, S0( ; θ , (15)

such that parameters θ � (θ1, . . . , θn) in equation (8) need to
be determined. By analyzing the density of state,
g0[(t0, S0)|θ] is initially presented with

g tn, Sn( | tn−1, Sn−1( , . . . , t0, S0( ; θ , (16)

as the transitional density initializing from (tn−1, Sn−1) and
running to (tn, Sn).

If the framework of financial system is fundamentally
prescribed based on the stochastic model (8), we have a
stochastic process S which exhibits the Markov property
[44], and the brief description of transitional density
function can be shown as follows:

g tn, Sn(  | tn−1, Sn−1( , . . . , t0, S0( ; θ  � g tn, Sn( | tn−1, Sn−1( ; θ . (17)

1e equivalence function of the maximum joint tran-
sitional density (15) is confirmed to the minimum negative
log-likelihood function (10) with the implicit time t in the
formula.

Since a closed-form solution obtained from the transi-
tional density (17) is impossible to be evaluated, based on a
nonparametric kernel density algorithm it can be used as

gM t, Sn(  | tn−1, Sn−1( ; θ  �
1

MD


M

i�1
K

Sn − Ti

D
 . (18)

In replace for the transitional density, in this case
T1, . . . ,TM are the M realizations of Sn at a particular time
point tn following the initial condition (tn−1, Sn−1), and D is
obtained by the kernel bandwidth. We also have that K(·) is
devised as a nonnegative kernel function within a probability
unit. Regarding a single variable of SDE models linking with
the normal Kernel, the specific bandwidth can be repre-
sented as D � 0.9σM− 0.2, with σ as standard deviation of the
sample with realization M [42]. In the case of multivariate
stochastic models, it can be assumed that random variables
are independent or alternatively supported by the existence
of the theory of multivariate density estimation [45].

After setting up the objective function, another consid-
eration that has been taken into account is to select a method
to improve speed of researching the optimal parameters.
Numerical solutions tell us that PSO has better computational
saving for computational saving purpose; PSO is studied in
presence of numerical solutions for nonlinear and uncon-
strained problems consisting of continuous design variables.
However, the computational saving of integer and combined
constrained nonlinear program is much lower.

Eberhart and Kennedy [16] have developed a PSO al-
gorithm based on population stochastic optimization
scheme; the discovery of PSO approach is inspired by
abundant contents of different social behaviours like bird
flocking or fish schooling without the idea of evolution
operators like crossover and mutation. 1e information

relevant to this method is that potential solutions are re-
ferred to as particles swarm across the problem space of
current optimum particles. For the further research, a PSO
MATLAB toolbox [46] that was downloaded from the
MATLAB File Exchange Central is designed to estimate
unknown parameter of SDE models. 1e software package
can be successfully made to settle a number of optimization
problems. Fortunately, the optimal solution to unknown
parameter θ is identified by SML method referring to the
SDEs model (8) by finding the minimum log-likelihood
function (10) through the following sampling process and
algorithm:

(i) Firstly, the process starts with inputting the system
states S0, S1, . . . , SN  and time points
t0, t1, . . . , tN .

(ii) Secondly, taking Sn−1 at time tn−1 (n � 1, . . . , N) as
the starting point, several methods are required to
realize M realizations T1, . . . ,TM of Sn at tn. 1e
value for random seed is explained specifically by
the Gaussian random variables samples.

(iii) 1irdly, the study of the nonparametric density
estimation (18) with the normal kernel algorithm
and multivariate density function have been gen-
erally completed to calculate the transitional density
(17).

(iv) 1en, it is necessary to repeat the above step for each
time point t0, . . . , tN−1 and describe the log-likelihood
function (10).

(v) Finally, it offers a conclusion reading the optimal
kinetic rates with the process of a particle swarm
optimization algorithm on the account of the
minimum G(θ) in (10).

It should be highlighted that equal increments deriving
from the Wiener process should be applied to the numerical
simulations method to study diverse values of parameter θ.
Also, to minimize variation on estimation, an important
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research to be summarized is that the condition of the same
random seeds or samples mentioned in the second step is
applied to estimate numeral values of different candidate
parameters.

5. Parameter Estimation of the Interest
Rate Models

As mentioned above, we shall now estimate specific pa-
rameters from the CIR model. 1ere is no doubt that we
can get 20 trajectories from a small step size of (h � 0.001)
with the help of the semi-implicit Milstein method in a
given set of parameters. Great efforts have been made to
obtain the estimation of each parameter of the generated
trajectories by virtue of the method of moments, the SML
method, and the explicit and semi-implicit method of the
Milstein scheme. Result can be made by using the PSO
algorithm with the population of 40 and generation of 200.
1e PSO algorithm is implemented 20 times using different
random seeds in computation, and thus we achieve 20
estimates of parameters. Hopefully, it is proposed to focus
on the mean error and standard deviation (STD) of the
estimation.

1e above simulation results declare that indeed the
method of moments is frequently improper to deal with
parameters estimation in model. Because the results of the
save parameter have a differential when applying different
implementations, for some instances, the parameter relative
error will exceed 100%. Worst still, it may have access to a
negative coefficients estimation, which happens to be
meaningless in finance market, although the noise strength
is small. Furthermore, it is important to emphasize that the
moment method relies upon observation points Δ correlated
with the length and the quantity of various time points of
observation. If the length of the data points is large and the
chosen observation is big enough, it is proved that the
method of moments (see Table 1) can be designed to predict
estimates with near acceptable accuracy.

Studying the effect of the noise imprecision of estima-
tion, the volatility of parameter σ is proposed for each SDE
model with 3 differing values. From Tables 2 and 3, the
explicit Milstein method and the semi-implicit Milstein
method were employed for actual parameter estimations on
the basis of negligible minor errors and standard deviations
with the evidence of small fluctuations in the SDE model
(σ � 0.1). In fact, the final result of the SML method linking
with the explicit Milstein scheme is considered to be more
accurate and reliable. Reasonably, for modelling nonstiff
SDEs, the explicit Milstein method is expected to be more
precise than the semi-implicit one. If the actual fluctuations
in the SDE models are average instead of extreme (σ � 0.2),
more accurate research results can be attained by the semi-
implicit Milstein method compared to the explicit Milstein
approach. In terms of application, the stability of the semi-
implicit method is slightly prioritized over the precision of
the explicit scheme. Particularly, if the noise of interest rate is
large enough to estimate (σ � 0.3), the acceptable results can
be achieved by the semi-implicit method. However, if the

noise of interest rate tends to be a large extent, the same
method becomes less reliable.

Since then, a good approach has been extensively ex-
plored to simulate the SDE models with less step size, and
the use of the fully implicit Milstein method should guar-
antee the numerical simulations to be more stable.

1e robustness property of estimates for the stochastic
search methods is a critical problem in the current study. For
this study, two research tests of variations are conducted,
namely, the change of random seeds for solving the sto-
chastic model, which leads to different outcomes, and

Table 1: Parameter estimation results of method of moments.

Mean Bias STD
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.1, Δ � 5)
α 0.0501 0.1499 0.0103
β −0.0118 0.0918 0.0193
σ 0.1067 0.0933 0.0148
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.2, Δ � 5)
α 0.1013 0.0987 0.0253
β 0.0722 0.0078 0.0271
σ 0.3650 0.1650 0.2647
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.3, Δ � 5)
α 0.0907 0.1093 0.0490
β 0.0746 0.0054 0.0230
σ 0.3319 0.1319 0.2128

Table 2: Parameter estimation results of Milstein method.

Mean Bias STD
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.1, Δ � 5)
α 0.2052 0.0052 6.3E-4
β 0.0814 0.0011 1.1E-4
σ 0.0955 0.0045 3.3E-5
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.2, Δ � 5)
α 0.2184 0.0184 0.0037
β 0.0812 0.0012 0.0005
σ 0.1835 0.0165 0.0006
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.3, Δ � 5)
α 0.3269 0.1269 0.0158
β 0.0496 0.0304 0.0005
σ 0.2434 0.0566 0.0015

Table 3: Parameter estimation results of semi-implicit method.

Mean Bias STD
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.1, Δ � 5)
α 0.2091 0.0091 1.0E-3
β 0.0787 0.0013 1.6E-6
σ 0.0933 0.0067 3.6E-5
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.2, Δ � 5)
α 0.2116 0.0116 0.0028
β 0.0808 0.0008 0.0005
σ 0.1850 0.0150 0.0006
Exact parameter (α � 0.2, β � 0.08, σ � 0.3, Δ � 5)
α 0.3023 0.1023 0.0096
β 0.0534 0.0266 0.0006
σ 0.2375 0.0625 0.0007
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changes in the implementation of PSO algorithm that
employs varying random samples.

To be specific, the first one is partly caused by the
convergence property inherent in the procedure of Monte
Carlo simulation under certain conditions. A discussion that
presented a problem-solving solution is subject to the in-
crease of stochastic simulations. It is defined to fix the course
of the interest rate, and 10 sets of random seeds are needed to
apply to simulations the stochastic model. 1e results from
Figures 2(a)–2(c) illustrate that the estimations have pro-
gressed to be relatively stable when the amount of simu-
lations exceeded 5000. If the number of simulations was
extended to N � 10000, the estimates become highly stable.
1e results are reflection of the application of GA to estimate
the calculated rate with constants given in discrete chemical
reaction systems preciously [14].

Secondly, the initial model parameters are proposed to
accurately estimate the final results in the PSO algorithm.
Prior experiments concluded that a significant influence lies
between initial parameters and final estimation when the GA
was assigned as the stochastic searching method [14, 15].
Various random seeds have been devoted to the PSO al-
gorithm to initialize parameters of the CIR stochastic model.
Figures 3(a)–3(c) contain the implication of the final results
for parameter estimates. 1e information on numerical
results with the several relevant experiments describes that
the PSO method is reliable to estimate independent initial
parameters, posing a definite advantage for the PSO algo-
rithm over the GA in the program of model calibration and
estimation of parameters in complicated mathematical
models. However, given the opportunity cost, it is suffering
to pick the optimal estimation from a series of possible
candidates according to the designated standard like
imparting the robustness in the mathematical model.

6. Application to US Treasury Bill Data

1e instantaneous interest rate R of the term structure under
the classical single factor model is given as

dR � α(β − R)dt + σR
cdB, (19)

where dB is considered as the standard Wiener process, α is
deemed as the speed of adjustment parameter, β is regarded
as the mean interest rate, σ is considered as the control of
volatility, and c is considered as the effect of levels, which are
devoted to estimate the parameters. According to previous
analysis, CIR model has a fine description of a unique and
special type of the model in (19) with c � 0.5. A plenty of
empirical research results have suggested that c should be in
preference to estimate rather than being simply imposed
into the model.

Concentrating on parameter estimates under stochastic
differential equation (SDE)models (19) is complex but needs
to be done. 1e US three-month Treasury Bill rate (1e data
are available from the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System (US), three-month Treasury Bill: Secondary
Market Rate [TB3MS], retrieved from FRED, Federal Re-
serve Bank of St. Louis; https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/

TB3MS) is provided to approximate a reasonable estimate
about real short-term interest rates, which is unobservable
and instantaneous. For an illustrative purpose, the method
of moments is regarded as a benchmark to discuss the
approaches. 1en the discrete equations that were declared
from the single factor model by the Milstein method and
semi-Milstein method of SML estimation are suggested as
follows:

Rn+1 � Rn + α β − Rn( h + σR
c
nΔBn +

1
2
σ2cR

2c−1
n ΔBn( 

2
− h ,

Rn+1 �
1

1 + αh
Rn + αβh + σR

c
nΔBn +

1
2
σ2cR

2c−1
n ΔBn( 

2
− h  .

(20)

1e analysis of data is carried out on the US Treasury Bill
from the first day of January 1996 to the first day of June 2019
with 282 observations in total on the purpose of parameters
estimation of the single-factor model (19). An expression of
the results of the estimated parameter from the method of
moments and explicit Milstein method as well as semi-
implicit Milstein method has been presented at Tables 4–6,
respectively. Also, the estimation of standard errors by three
methods is explained in the relevant tables. As can be seen, a
large number of the estimates are confirmed to be similar
without difference. With a large sample size, the method of
moments is in line with the result of accuracy of other
methods. Although the method of moments is still accurate,
the results of the standard errors by these two Milstein
methods are much smaller. Detailed analysis is designed for
these two Milstein methods with a smaller step size during
the numerical simulation, whereas a large number of sim-
ulations M are offered for the statistical inference methods.
1e sign of the improvement to versify the standard error
was not much.

Figure 4 gives a specific description of the course of the
monthly interest of the US three-month Treasury Bills. As
shown in the graph, the results of mean interest rate θ fit
precisely with the interest rate data. In accordance with the
results, it is reported that the scientific semi-implicit Milstein
method is greater and more precise than the others. An
outstanding phenomenon supports the evidence that the
results of parameter c of the levels effect by three methods
are relatively identical to each other compared to the other
parameters estimations. Another important finding broadly
supports the analysis that the estimation of standard error of
c is obviously smaller than initial value of c � 0.5, reflecting
that the results of estimation of c might be clearly different
from 0.5 obtained from the CIR model.1ese studies further
support the idea that the classic single-factor model (19) is
better at describing the interest rate than the CIR model.
More research confirms that c should be received from the
estimation of financial data instead of simply being imposed
to the interest term structure model.

1e performance of the levels effect fits better in the
interest term structure model, and the appropriate obser-
vations were expressed as follows. It is encouraging to es-
timate parameters of the SML by semi-explicit Milstein
method with the given information of Δ � 0.01 and 5000
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Figure 2: 1e results of ten sets in the CIR SDE model based on different random seeds: (a) under α parameter estimates; (b) under β
parameter estimates; (c) under σ parameter estimates.
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Figure 3: 1e results of ten sets in PSO algorithm based on different random seeds: (a) under α parameter estimates; (b) under β parameter
estimates; (c) under σ parameter estimates.

Table 4: Estimated parameters of method of moments.

Parameters Moment method Standard error
M � 1000,Δ � 0.01

α 0.0112 0.0094
θ 0.0401 0.0115
σ 0.0155 0.0060
c 0.6646 0.0923

Table 5: Estimated parameters of Milstein method.

Parameters Milstein method Standard error
M � 1000,Δ � 0.01

α 0.0107 0.0092
θ 0.0399 0.0106
σ 0.0143 0.0011
c 0.6680 0.0347

Table 6: Estimated parameters of semi-implicit method.

Method Semi-implicit method Standard errorParameters M � 1000,Δ � 0.01
α 0.0105 0.0056
θ 0.0405 0.0058
σ 0.0161 0.0027
c 0.6683 0.0508
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simulations in response to be set out to calculate the mean
average. 1e findings from standard deviation range of the
actual data were demonstrated in Figure 5, which is ac-
ceptable statistically.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

1is study provides a new insight into the method of pa-
rameters estimation for the SDE models. To undertake a
longitudinal analysis of the implicit numerical simulation
method in the Monte Carlo simulation along with the PSO
method, it can be found that the estimation from the SML by
the semi-implicit Milstein method is presented better in
efficiency than Euler–Maruyama approach with regard to
the convergence and stability. A key discussion on experi-
mental results in moderately stiff SDE model is presented
that the semi-implicit Milstein method appears to be more
exact than explicit Milstein method. Also, the effects of the
PSO method are reliable and almost independent with
comparison to the genetic algorithms. For the imple-
mentation of the SDE models, especially the interest term
structure, actual financial data was explored to estimate the
parameters. 1erefore, the estimated parameters of the
model make a perfect match for actual data.

Compared with the inference of deterministic models,
there is more uncertainty in the inference of stochastic
models. Generally, it is more difficult for inferring a

stochastic model than a deterministic model. Although we
have achieved progress in this work for the parameter in-
ference of stochastic model, there are still some limitations of
this work. First, the accuracy of the estimated parameters
depends on the samples in stochastic simulation. A large
number of simulations are needed to ensure the stability of
the estimates. It is still an important issue for reducing the
computational time for the inference of stochastic models. In
addition, it is still a difficult issue to select appropriate es-
timate from the candidates that all have similar estimation
errors. In this work, we use robustness as an additional
criterion to select estimates. Other criteria for selecting
inference candidates are strongly required. Furthermore, the
stochastic differential equations with the generated pa-
rameter sample may be highly stiff. In this work, we use the
semi-implicit Milstein method to improve the stability
property of the explicit Milstein method. It is strongly re-
quired to employ numerical methods with better stability
properties, such as the fully implicit methods, to simulate
stochastic differential equations. All these issues will be
interesting topics of our further research.

Data Availability

1e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Figure 4: Interest rate series of US three-month Treasury Bills.
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